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Cultural issues in Australia – an Introduction 

The culture issues in Australia are about the cultural differences in Australia. Those cultural 

issues or differences are including the generation, lifestyle as well as including the religion, 

class. These factors were coded as in the analysis of the complexity as well as nature. These 

factors depend largely and also are important to the presenting party. The analysis of the sample 

of the cultural issues showed an even smaller proportion. That proportion is of the disputes 

where the ethnic as well as racial difference was stated to be contributed. During mediation, the 

suggestions of the racist feelings were made variously.  

Analyzing Hofstede 

The word called informality that is seen in Australia. Still it is considered as a good manner to 

say the word ‘please’, while the people in Australia approach most situations in a friendly as well 

as relaxed manner. All people are treated respectfully as well as equally regardless of their 

gender, age, occupation, sexual orientation and background also. There is another issue named 

using slang. In Australia, the cultural issues also mean as the cultural differences in Australia.  It 

means people who grew up in a country of English speaking, they are getting confused of talking 

to Australians and it is because the Australians use a lot of slang terms.  The place it may be in 

any workplace or may be classroom do not matter to them. Most of the time the Australians 

would not even realise that they are using slangs and it could be bad to listen. While talking 

about the cultures, Australia is a multi cultural society. In talking about multi culture, about one 

quarter of the total population are born in overseas. For the people of multi culture, there are a 

wide range of food as well as culture in Australia. Some of them may be Chinese or French or it 
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may be Greek, Italian or may be Indian. In Australia, the styles of learning are as good so that the 

students can understand the topic better as well as they can exercise it better and also research it 

better.The learning styles of Australia arevery good as well as very encourage for the students. 

The students are encouraged to evaluate ideas as well to solve problems. Then the students put 

forward those ideas in the class discussions to express their opinion. Another topic in Australia is 

the shopping hours are more limited in Australia. In Australia, the shops open at 9 in the morning 

and closes at 5 in the evening whereas in the other nations, those shops open for the overnight 

and somewhere it is better for the customers to shopping and it is better for the shopping area in 

Australia. Generally these all happen in each day in Australia. In the topic of the entertainment in 

Australia, playing games plays an important role. It means the Australian love sports in terms of 

entertainment. The Australians play games in terms of entertainment. This is also theAustralians 

spend their weekend in watching as well as playing games.  

Social issues in Australia 

In Australia, the social issues are play a vital role to improve the condition of the nation. There 

are some conditions in the way of the nation and that issues are the social issues. In Australia, the 

nation provides the people to build a new as well as  a good community. There are some 

informations which takes actionnagainst the violence that happened against the women as well as 

children.  In Australia, there are some actions and those are against the violence upon the 

children as well as upon the children.The communities in Australia can increase the 

understanding that is about the issues those are surrounding harassment as well as violence and 

of hearing the stories of others. To help women, there provide some resources and also advice to 

help the women to take control of the online experiences of them. In Australia, it also provides 

the information on doing to build communities. Those information take action against the violent 

extremism.In Australia, there made some plans to reduce the violence that is against the children 

as well as against the children in Australia. These plans are by the work that is being done by 

connecting all ofAustralian government, also the organisations of the community and also the 

community. Working in together that to ensure less women experience violence so that more 

women and their children in Australia can live safely. There is another important topic in social 

issue of Australia is organ donor. This is a very big as well as a vital issue in Australia. 

According to the rules in Australia, in the organ donating issue, the family concent plays an 
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important role.  Family consent always sought and that is before donation and then that can 

proceed.  The customers have remarked commonly that having their ethnic association give them 

the certainty to take part in Australian culture and associate with the standard all the time, while 

in the meantime they could have the joy of getting a charge out of social and language explicit 

projects and occasions and look for amicable administrations when required. The Social 

Inclusion plan won't be genuinely actualized is multiculturalism isn't perceived as the supporting 

ideas of the social incorporation plan. If the multiculturalism is executed, then the attachment 

which is social would not be a reality. In Australia, multiculturalism is accepted by the nation as 

well as by the people of the nation named Australia.  Social attachment won't be a reality except 

if the standards of multiculturalism and social incorporation will be executed. Since its 

presentation this has been an exceedingly fruitful program, be that as it may, when the division 

chose to moved its financing needs to support enormous associations moving subsidizing from 

the ethno‐specific associations to the standard association, for example, Especially people group 

which have built up associations to help their individuals' more extended term settlement needs 

and mean to keep up a sense of social character that empower them to contribute and take an 

interest in network life from a firm root base. The loss of this financing was felt as a substantial 

misfortune. It has left numerous ethno explicit associations without assets to add to the more 

extensive network through the arrangement of administrations custom fitted to their necessities. 

Conclusions 

Religious decent variety and social union have for quite some time been believed to be 

inconsistent with one another. Established human science, grounded in the Westphalian answer 

for religious clash in Europe assumed that a solitary religion was fundamental for social union. 

The issue of religious assorted variety and social attachment has gone to the fore as once 

religiously monochrome social orders have turned out to be differing through movement and, to 

a lesser degree, transformation. While European countries question the likelihood of 

multicultural and multi-confidence social orders living in beneficial congruity, Australia offers a 

case of an effective multicultural and multi-confidence society. Australia has created a 

multicultural society through an approach of social consideration and common regard, rather 

than European arrangements which produce separate network improvement. This cross-national 

relative investigation uncovers statistic and socio-social contrasts that are probably going to 
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clarify a portion of the near accomplishment of Australia in creating social consideration and 

maintaining a strategic distance from the 'othering' of religious minorities, particularly of 

Muslims.The issue of religious assorted variety and social attachment has gone to the fore as 

once religiously monochrome social orders have turned out to be various through relocation and, 

to a lesser degree, transformation. While European countries question the likelihood of 

multicultural and multi-confidence social orders living in beneficial concordance, Australia 

offers a case of a fruitful multicultural and multi-confidence society. Australia has delivered a 

multicultural society through an arrangement of social consideration and shared regard, rather 

than European approaches which produce separate network improvement. This cross-national 

near investigation uncovers statistic and socio-social contrasts that are probably going to clarify a 

portion of the similar accomplishment of Australia in creating social incorporation and keeping 

away from the 'othering' of religious minorities, particularly of Muslims.  
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